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294
Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
17/30 Complete
Name
Deborah Mason

Address
68 Bibby Street, Waipawa

Where do you live?
68 Bibby Street Waipawa

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
41-50

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

295
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION
Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes
Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

296
Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
19/30 Complete
Name
Donna Hossack

Address
83 Tiffen Lane

Where do you live?
Waipawa

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
31-40

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

297
Option 2: A 10-year plan to upgrade our Wastewater Plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This would result in larger rate increases in the early years of the Long Term Plan

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

General Feedback
Tiffen Lane residents have terrible water pressure and substandard piping. If our rates go up because
of these infrastructure needs, then will our pipes be included in the upgrade? Alternatively, is it time
to discuss with the residents affected (all three of us) about potentially taking us off town supply and
installing water tanks? Water tank installs would be a big investment and potentially not feasible or
affordable but it may be worth discussing.

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

General Feedback
Rural residents don't have curbside pickup. If you switch to wheelie bins (which is a great option to
reduce more plastic waste) what will our options be to drop off small amounts of rubbish to the
transfer station? At present we buy the green bags and drop off a bag approximately once a month.
Please make sure rural residents have the ability to still drop off small amounts of rubbish if you
switch to wheelie bins.

298

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
Ratepayers should absolutely NOT be subsidizing developers.

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

299
Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
16/30 Complete
Name
Di Petersen

Address
496 Farm Road Waipukurau

Where do you live?
Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

300
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

301
Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
18/30 Complete
Name
Lorelei Hennessy

Address
4 Highgrove Place

Where do you live?
Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
41-50

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

302
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
Your options above and below are coercive and imbalanced to ensure people choose what you want
them to choose The proposed rates are very expensive and is too much of a hike from what the
current rates are. I am ok for a rates increase, but not as much as this

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

303

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

304
Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
19/30 Complete
Name
Teresa Makris

Address
32b gaisford tce

Where do you live?
Waipukarau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
41-50

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

305
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Drop off recycling centre

General Feedback
We need get rid of plastic bags especially green and yellow bags for general rubbish and move to.
For wheelie bins as have HB Current recycling situation is not working. For people with wheelie bins
currently like myself it will be a cheaper option to have suppiled via council as we are paying for a
bag side collection unused...no more flying rubbish and dog eating rubbish bags

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

306

General Feedback
Developers are making a tone and should be paying for all expenses incurred

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
Needs be stretched out with new rates plan I'm going struggle with payments of $65week and that
dosent include regional rates alot of single parent households and elderly are going struggle with
continued increases

307
Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
17/30 Complete
Name
Wendy Gough

Address
2 Willow Grove

Where do you live?
Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
51-60

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

308
Option 2: A 10-year plan to upgrade our Wastewater Plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This would result in larger rate increases in the early years of the Long Term Plan

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes
Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

309
Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
17/30 Complete
Name
peter hallagan

Neutral
8 Mitchell Street, Waipukurau 4200

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
Yes

If yes, please provide your phone number
0276356178

Planning our waste water upgrades

310
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION
Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes
Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

311
Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
18/30 Complete
Name
Sue Kaan

Address
10 Russell St, Otane

Where do you live?
10 Russell St, Otane

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
51-60

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

312
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

Questions for Ongaonga, Otāne, Takapau and Tikokino residents only. I live in
Otāne

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

313
Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

314
Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
18/30 Complete
Name
Betina Barber

Address
2 Elm Place, Waipukurau

Where do you live?
Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
41-50

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
Yes

If yes, tell us which iwi you identify with
Te Aitanga-a-Mahaki

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?

315
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 2: A 10-year plan to upgrade our Wastewater Plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This would result in larger rate increases in the early years of the Long Term Plan

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

316
Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
No

317
Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
18/30 Complete
Name
J & D Curtice

Address
110 High Street

Where do you live?
Waipawa

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
31-40

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

318
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
Anything that increases our rates by to much is going to be a massive hit to our family. We are a
family of 6 on 1 income.

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
No

319
Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
No

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
The bottom line for us is we are trying to provide a family home for our children and the rates just
keep climbing which is hard enough without it jumping up again. This is going to cause so much
stress on our family and many other's I know. We can't keep taking the hit for everything when we
need to feed and clothe our 4 children and pay a mortgage.
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330
Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
20/30 Complete
Name
Martin Lord

Address
4/75 Kyle Road, Waipukurau

Where do you live?
Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
51-60

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

331
Option 3: Doing the minimum to meet current legal compliance, and remove wastewater discharges
from waterways. This option does not provide headroom for growth or for increasing government
environmental standards

General Feedback
We have our own septic tanks and do not contribute to waste water. Are we going to have to pay for
other peoples wastewater problems? To stop an increasing wastewater problem you could insist
that all new builds are provided with septic tanks and take care of their own wastewater.

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

General Feedback
As in "Challenge #1", we have our own septic tanks and are not contributing to the wastewater
problem. Are we going to have to pay for other peoples wastewater problems? The latest edition of
the CHB Mail had a Q&A article where you discussed the money that was being provided from the
Government. To me, it would appear that an unjustified proportion of this money is going towards
"nice to have" projects, $19 million according to the article. If our essential infrastructure is at crisis
point then surely it would make more sense to use all the provided funds to repair and upgrade
infrastructure, whilst postponing the "nice to have" projects to a time when ratepayers will not be
under increased financial burden. This diverted money would be more than enough to replace the
$18 million of reticulation pipework that has reached the end of its useful life, as stated in your long
term plan. Why are new builds being allowed to connect to the inadequate water supply network.
Would it not make more sense to insist on new builds to install water tanks for roof water collection
which would prevent to current network being put under further strain? With the current and future
lack of drinking water, especially after the Makaroro dam was not built, this would also reduce the
future problems of the lack of drinking water. From what I am aware, there have been at least 2 new
properties on Kyle Road that have connected to the town water supply, after I was told by the
council that there would be no extra connection down this road due to the mains pipe only being a 2
inch pipe.

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

332
I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Drop off recycling centre

General Feedback
We are not provided with any kerbside collection of rubbish or recycling. Are we going to have to
pay for other ratepayers to be provided with enhanced collection services when we do not receive
any?

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
The latest edition of the CHB Mail had a Q&A article where you discussed the current situation
where developers have only been paying 10% of development costs. I find it bizarre that this has
gone on for so long and has not been addressed earlier!

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
The rates increase for our property last year was almost 20%, which does not match your published
rates increase for the region. This year I am hearing, on the radio, that you are proposing another
20% increase in rates this year. My concern with increases to rates is that the increase this year will
become permanent and will then have year on year increases compiled on top of it. Once you are on
top of the repairs and upgrades are our rates going to be reduced back to their "normal" levels, or is
the council going to continue to charge us inflated rates?
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
16/30 Complete
Name
Frances & Stephen Ulyatt

Address
12 Eden Terrace

Where do you live?
Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 2: A 10-year plan to upgrade our Wastewater Plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This would result in larger rate increases in the early years of the Long Term Plan

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
17/30 Complete
Name
Cornelia van Falier

Address
26 Avian CR Upper Hutt. 243B Racecourse Rd Waipukurau

Where do you live?
Upper Hutt

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
No

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

336
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

General Feedback
We have to little rubbish to pay for wheelie bin (1 bag in 4 to 6 weeks)

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION
Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes
Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
17/30 Complete
Name
Donna Dahm

Address
2 Stiles Ave, Waipukurau, 4200

Where do you live?
2 Stiles Ave, Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

346
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

General Feedback
I think that we should use paper rubbish bags as was done in the past

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION
Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes
Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
16/30 Complete
Name
James Parsons

Address
366 Porangahau Road, Waipukurau

Where do you live?
Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
41-50

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

356
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

General Feedback
None of the above

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
22/30 Complete
Name
Sjoerd Gorter

Address
62 Porangahau Road

Where do you live?
Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

If yes, tell us which iwi you identify with
Tangata Pakea

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
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No

Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 3: Doing the minimum to meet current legal compliance, and remove wastewater discharges
from waterways. This option does not provide headroom for growth or for increasing government
environmental standards

General Feedback
I am of the view that the council does not have the expertise or management skills to run this part of
Hawkes Bay. Having a say is a good democratic thing. But who has any expertise in sewage plants
and or the supply and treatment of drinking water. Why are farmers allowed irrigating their crops in
the middle of the day in full sun and emptying the aquafier. We need expertise because people who
are elected to council are out of their depth. Good examples are upgrading a pool in Waipawa just
down the road from Waipukurau. The libraries are also a fiasco etc etc. There is just too much
duplication. Popular by the voters but the end result is that what needs to be done does not happen,
because the till is emptied by doing low priority jobs because it looks good. Those millions could
have been used to make a start on the upgrade of the sewage pipework in town and or the sewage
plant. Our population base is too small for the large projects. We simply can not afford it. All councils
in this area should be amalgamated into one, so we will have the management skills and financial
resources to get things to happen. What is the point of a ten year plan if you do not have the cash to
make it happen. If you think you can just keep increasing the rates, means the council is completely
out of touch with the local population. This is New Zealand, we should have the same facilities as the
bigger towns. We should not be disadvantaged in any way because we are a small town. I have lost
count as the number of rate increases as well as plans to fix the sewage plant. It is still a hazard and
needs upgrading.

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

General Feedback
As before, It is of great concern that council asks us how to run the show.

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)
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Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

General Feedback
Low priority,

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
That is pretty simple to answer, why are ratepayers to finance new roads and services while the
developer walks away with the the profit. Use some common sense.

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
No

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
It is an insult to state that our rates are artificially low. The reason that no upgrades took place in the
past, is because we simply can not afford to pay for it. Under investment due to lack of money not
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because of lack of will. Every New Zealander is entitled to have access to services such a waste water
treatment and a safe and healthy fresh water supply. Knock on the door of government and ask for
some cash needed. Do not be afraid to ask. Jacinda like handing out cash. Borrow plenty as rates are
low. This is the best time to borrow. CHGDC borrowed money for a dam that never went ahead.
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
21/30 Complete
Name
Andrea Thomson

Address
38 Racecourse Road

Where do you live?
Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
Yes

What age range are you in?
31-40

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
Yes

If yes, tell us which iwi you identify with
Ngati Kahungunu

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?

362
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

General Feedback
I wouldn’t recycle as much if I had to take it to the recycling centre. I do ask that businesses from
home (like me) I run a busy hair salon, registered with council, do we not get separate recycling
bins? Because of the current one bin for glass and one for the remainder I cannot recycle in the
salon as it would be over flowing! I’m sure I’m not the only person who thinks businesses would
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want to recycle. I do think a wheelie bin for waste is a great idea. Not so much for recycling, I could
see people taking advantage and not putting just recycling in there, causing more waste to the
landfill. Pensioners who I see locally struggle to lift the bins.. maybe wheelie bin would be a good
idea for them. Or a trolley of some sort to load the three bins on to get it to the roadside. Rubbish
collection. Since becoming a home owner 10 years ago. I have never used the rubbish collection. I
prefer a bin where my waste is contained. I have always paid for a kiwikanz bin that is collected
fortnightly. Perhaps an option could be that the council subsidises people who would like to
continue to support our local company who has served us well, saving the council purchasing bins
and paying out of town contractors to do what locals are already doing. Just a thought.

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
Developers should have always paid.

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
Future proofing must include a plan for when more development comes. You the council will need to
decide who is to be accountable for allowing people hooking in to the upgraded infrastructure here
on out to ensure this type of fuck up doesn’t happen again! This is something I would love to hear
the council share details on. I would hate for my children or even my grandchildren to have to pay
for rich men to become richer because our council should have made them pay more to maintain
and upkeep the infrastructure that this council and rate payer are working hard at doing.
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
18/30 Complete
Name
Phillip Knight

Address
640 Old Hill Road, RD1, Porangahau 4291

Where do you live?
as above

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
41-50

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

373
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Drop off recycling centre

General Feedback
Some of these questions are irrelevant for me as I have no refuse/recycling option due to my rural
location so use the landfill/recycling stations

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION
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Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
21/30 Complete
Name
Daniel & Heidi Repko

Address
15C Ruataniwha Street, Waipawa

Where do you live?
15c Ruataniwha St, Waipawa

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

378
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
Based on the Councils preferred options in the 10 year plan, our rates will more than double in 10
years (from $3500 to $7600). As pensioners on a mostly fixed income there is no way I/we will be
able to pay for that. It will probably mean we will have to sell and move elsewhere. We are dreading
this. In can see the Councils dilemma, but that doesn't make it acceptable to us. Re the waste-water
upgrade; We feel obliged to choose option 1, however can't that be spread over a longer period eg
20-25 years? Furthermore, a number of years ago we were convinced by the then Council the water
treatment plant(s) we currently have was the way to go. Now we know we were sold a lemon eg
incompetent decision making. How do we know that this time around the same isn't going to
happen again? (Sorry to be so blunt)

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

General Feedback
Once again we feel obliged to choose option 1 (see our comments under waste water upgrade).

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

379

General Feedback
Creating a Waste-Free CHB is a lofty vision that should not cause peoples' rates to increase to the
point that it becomes more important than personal needs of the people paying the rates. Maybe
we just have to live with the status quo for 'a bit' longer. Wheelie bins are NOT AN OPTION for us
(and probably others in a similar situation): we are both elderly and have a long, VERY STEEP DRIVE;
there is no way either of us will be able to drag a (partly) full bin up the drive; rubbish bags and
crates - which we can take to the road in our car - serve us well.

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
We prefer an mix of option 1 and 2, especially for people/rate-payers who have lived in CHB for a
number of years and (will) have contributed to the infrastructure etc etc already. Maybe we need a 2
or more tier system, depending on things like: are you a citizen/ratepayer in CHB, for how long,
Developer yes/no, private citizen yes/no, is new built for own use/capital gain/commercial

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
Once again we feel obliged to choose YES. However, as mentioned earlier Based on the Councils
preferred options in the 10 year plan, our rates will more than double in 10 years (from $3500 to
$7600). As pensioners on a mostly fixed income there is no way I/we will be able to pay for that. It
will probably mean that eventually we will have to sell and move elsewhere. We are dreading this
idea. In can see the Councils dilemma, but that doesn't make it acceptable to us. You refer to
'compromised decision making', we call it incompetent decision making. How do we know that this
time around the same isn't going to happen again? (Sorry to be so blunt). It is more common than
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not that infrastructure builds/repairs etc go 50% or more over budget...or the resulting 'fix/work'
isn't fit for purpose (Library strengthening/ waste water plants anyone?). How do we know that
there are iron-clad solutions/budgets/contracts in place to avoid those (unfortunately frequent)
events happening again? Putting a lot more COLLECTIVE PRESSURE on Central Government to come
to the party, in particular for regions like CHB that have several small communities that need basic
services with only a very small rate-base to pay for these services.
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
18/30 Complete
Name
Jesse Palmer

Address
67 higginsons street

Where do you live?
Otane

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
No

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
Under 18

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

382
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

Questions for Ongaonga, Otāne, Takapau and Tikokino residents only. I live in
Otāne

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

383
Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
No

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
18/30 Complete
Name
Kingston

Address
67 higginsons street

Where do you live?
Otane

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
No

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
Under 18

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

385
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

Questions for Ongaonga, Otāne, Takapau and Tikokino residents only. I live in
Otāne

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 2: Ratepayers subsidise developers for part of the cost of growth
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Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
No
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
18/30 Complete
Name
haamiora nukunuku

Address
67 higginsons street

Where do you live?
otane

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
No

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
Under 18

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades

388
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

Questions for Ongaonga, Otāne, Takapau and Tikokino residents only. I live in
Otāne

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION
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Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
No
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
19/30 Complete
Name
Zoey

Address
67 higgisons street

Where do you live?
Otane

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
Under 18

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
Yes

If yes, tell us which iwi you identify with
ngati kahanunu

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
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No

Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 2: A 10-year plan to upgrade our Wastewater Plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This would result in larger rate increases in the early years of the Long Term Plan

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

Questions for Ongaonga, Otāne, Takapau and Tikokino residents only. I live in
Otāne

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?

392
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
20/30 Complete
Name
Rapata Te Pania

Address
67 higgions st

Where do you live?
waipawa

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
No

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
Under 18

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
Yes

If yes, tell us which iwi you identify with
Ngati Kahungunu

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?

394
Yes

If yes, please provide your phone number
068568009

Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 3: Doing the minimum to meet current legal compliance, and remove wastewater discharges
from waterways. This option does not provide headroom for growth or for increasing government
environmental standards

Funding replacement of our assets
Options 2: Fund essential renewals and upgrades through rates alone - resulting in significant rates
increases

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

Questions for Ongaonga, Otāne, Takapau and Tikokino residents only. I live in
Otāne

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

395

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 2: Ratepayers subsidise developers for part of the cost of growth

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
No

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
18/30 Complete
Name
Bob Kerins

Address
9 Windsor road

Where do you live?
Waipawa

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
31-40

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

If yes, please provide your phone number
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Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

General Feedback
My question on this is where did the years and years of rate payers funds go if i wasnt spent
correctly on infrastructure etc? It must have been spent somewhere else if theres nothing left in the
kitty now, i would propose enquiring into how much property and capital were purchased by the chb
council during this long period and suggest that it would only be fair to chb residents to sell these
properties as part payment for the water debarkle we are currently facing, Look forward to your
thoughts on this.

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
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Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
My question on this is where did the years and years of rate payers funds go if i wasnt spent
correctly on infrastructure etc? It must have been spent somewhere else if theres nothing left in the
kitty now, i would propose enquiring into how much property and capital were purchased by the chb
council during this long period and suggest that it would only be fair to chb residents to sell these
properties as part payment for the water debarkle we are currently facing, Look forward to your
thoughts on this.
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
19/30 Complete
Name
Kristin Yoldash

Address
Dundas Street

Where do you live?
Porangahau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
41-50

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
Yes

If yes, tell us which iwi you identify with
Ngati Kahangungu

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?

400
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 3: Doing the minimum to meet current legal compliance, and remove wastewater discharges
from waterways. This option does not provide headroom for growth or for increasing government
environmental standards

General Feedback
Option 4: This plan is not profitable for our elderly or our children, it is burdensome and I cannot in
good conscience support it....You need a plan that sees a profitable and beneficial outlook to our
future in Central Hawkesbays not something that seems to want to just comply with regulations
which is upgrades that plunge us into debt...we need to create our plans for our people with the
respect we all deserve, our waterways should be considered high on our list as it deserve the respect
of a life source that governs our physical needs, yes you have upgrades but not a real plan around
water protection and security.. also their seems to be no interest in offsetting the cost by investing
in $$$ to generate ideas instead you seem to have set your mind on debt and copying a failed
Auckland City Council. That is no solution for the people of Central Hawkesbay as we want services
but if those services become a huge burden to rate payers then go back to the drawing board and do
a better job at planning. Your plan will increase homelessness, or poverty, although debt is the easy
answer for you, it will be an additional burden for us, we didn't move here to have to pay the same
rates as Havelock North, when we have none of the services or the land values as Havelock
North....Investing in businesses and partnering with iwi and others businesses seems to be the future
proof of increasing growth, and paying for infrastructure, so a few ideas are buy carbon credits to
offset costs for waste management, invest in bottling and selling water so the profits can be used so
future revenues which will be able to offset costs...build more subdivisions not just in Waipukurau. I
can also think of cutting costs such as reduce the number of people working for the council, reduce
wages...Since we do not have the population to sustain our needs we really need to go back to the
long term planning and re do it as it should be a living plan with some flexibility to really design a
more comprehensive solution that is not some quick fix job and which seems more reactionary than
long term planning.

General Feedback
Option4 : Last year you already increased our rates by $300 for your long term plan to upgrade the
treatment plant which was as I understand is done already, now you want to do it again?? So
something is missing in your narrative? I should get a decrease cause last years rates paid for that
upgrade. Your estimates for another increase seems ridiculously high.

Creating a wastefree CHB
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Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

General Feedback
Get rid of Plastic Bags to help with our environment..

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
No

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
No

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
I oppose debt increases and rate increases no matter who is to blame. I think the government needs
to front up and support rural infrastructure costs. Our pensioners should not have to have an
increase in rates it is too much. You will increase homelessness in the area. Cost of living has
increase so much that we pay export prices on food, coupled with electricity and phone, internet
plus rent or mortgages then additional rate increases, we need to be realistic. I'm not sure what the
solution looks like but lets get some more thinkers / investment planners on board.
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
21/30 Complete
Name
Terry Hare

Address
106 Ireland Road

Where do you live?
as above

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
Yes

If yes, please provide your phone number
0212056217

Planning our waste water upgrades

403
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
Waste water is one of the primary essential service issues for residential and commercial properties
the longer period to upgrade I believe is the best option because it also gives time to consider new
technology and ideas that may be beneficial to reducing waste contamination and cost.

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

Questions for Ongaonga, Otāne, Takapau and Tikokino residents only. I live in
Otāne

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Drop off recycling centre
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How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
My primary concern is that council refrain from increasing the cost of rates above the rate of
inflation. Ratepayers include rental occupants and sadly there are many who currently can barely
put food on the table for themselves and children. I am extremely concerned that the inflated
property market values at the next QV review is going to disproportionately inflate rates using
councils current methods for determining rates values and will have a detrimental financial impact
on the entire community. Council must seriously consider reviewing its charges methodology or else
ratepayers will simply not be able to survive and either abandon the district or commit suicide and
then we will be left with a ghost town and no ratepayers.

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
I am extremely concerned that the inflated property market values at the next QV review is going to
disproportionately inflate rates using councils current methods for determining rates values and will
have a detrimental financial impact on the entire community. Council must seriously consider
reviewing its charges methodology given that it is inevitable there will be excessive Quotable Value
increase that will impact on the cost of rates for the entire community. Ratepayers will simply not be
able to survive and either abandon the district or commit suicide and that will leave council with a
ghost town and no ratepayers. Allowances for this in the LTP I believe is essential.
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
20/30 Complete
Name
Heather-Anne Tidey

Address
243c Racecourse Road RD2 Waipukurau 4282

Where do you live?
243c Racecourse Rd RD2 Waipukurau 4282

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

General Feedback
In regard to choosing rubbish bags - you said they do breakdown but over what period of time is
that? Should we be looking at a better option ie a bag that breaks down more quickly? eg: Bostock's
use their chicken for sale in a corn based plastic bag that can be buried in the ground and breaks
down. Not sure over what time period though sorry. In regard to general greenwaste eg: vege
peelings and the like - we wonder what the average household would throw out in their rubbish bag
in a week? Have you looked at what Taradale recycling do? ie: all greenwaste is processed on site
and sold as compost we think?
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How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
The developers will pass on the cost anyway to new homeowners.....

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
Its a massive job that needs to be addressed to make us fit for the future. We appreciate the
consultation process and then no-one can growl about not being heard! Thank you:-). Kia Kaha
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
17/30 Complete
Name
Dora Player

Address
18 Victoria Street, Waipawa

Where do you live?
Waipawa

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
31-40

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
Yes

If yes, tell us which iwi you identify with
Ngati Kahungunu

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
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No

Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION
Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes
Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
17/30 Complete
Name
Tony Robson

Address
86 Tamumu Road RD1 Waipawa 4271

Where do you live?
Near Waipawa

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
41-50

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 3: Doing the minimum to meet current legal compliance, and remove wastewater discharges
from waterways. This option does not provide headroom for growth or for increasing government
environmental standards

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 3: Continue to defer renewals and upgrades (status quo)

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Rubbish bags (status quo)

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Drop off recycling centre

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
Ratepayers should not have to pay for developers this is highly unfair .

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
No
Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
No
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
17/30 Complete
Name
Louise Field

Address
133 OngaOnga Rd

Where do you live?
Waipawa

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
31-40

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
Kerbside collection service

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION
Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes
Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
23/30 Complete
Name
lynnette dewes

Address
19 Great North rd

Where do you live?
Waipawa 4210

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
Yes

If yes, tell us which iwi you identify with
Ngati Porou

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
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No

Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
also smoke testing of each house to see who is still putting stormwater straight into the sewerage...

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

General Feedback
option 1 as long as the rates are not put out of reach to single income familys and pensioners.

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 2: No change to rubbish and recycling services (status quo)

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Wheelie bin

I prefer to have my recycling collected via
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Kerbside collection service

General Feedback
kept in unison over the entire townships leaves no excuse for unkempt roads, river banks and
general rogue dumping. hefty fines if caught doing so should be inplace and enforced.

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
absolutely

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
be extra careful how rate payers money is spent !!!!!! check check and check the figures...
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
16/30 Complete
Name
Vicky Harding

Address
298 Lindsay Road Waipukurau

Where do you live?
298 Lindsay Road Waipukurau

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
Yes

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

General Feedback
We would like to be able to recycle our larger containers. Our business creates non hazardous 25
litre recyclable containers which don't fit the Agi recycling system. The slots are too narrow in your
shipping containers, we need bigger than milk bottle sized slots in the recycling shipping containers.
Even another container with bigger slots and supervised by your staff inside the dump area . We
could recycle during business hours.

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes
Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
17/30 Complete
Name
Miriam Howarth

Address
93 Boyle Road, RD 1 Takapau, CHB

Where do you live?
Ashley Clinton

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
Yes

What age range are you in?
61+

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

General Feedback
Debt funding is 'cheaper' at the moment with low interest rates and will also spread the expense
over current and future rate payers.

General Feedback
The above questions don't seem to relate to rural residents? I am happy with my current options of
recycling at Ongaonga or Takapau when I am in those areas, I would not favour a mobile service if it
involved limited times and sites.

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

General Feedback
Our low number of ratepayers mean that we need to look at other options such as user pays as in
this case.

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
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Yes

Do you have any feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy?
I have concerns about the burden on ratepayers especially those on fixed incomes such as
pensioners living in their own homes but with limited financial resources. I feel that central
government should be doing more for smaller communities; our ratepayer base is simply not large
enough to fund the scale of infrastructure and services that the local council is expected to provide.
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
14/30 Complete
Name
Graham McHardy

Address
Aramoana, R.D.1.

Where do you live?
Aramoana

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
Yes

What age range are you in?
51-60

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
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Option 1: A 15-year plan to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This spreads the financial burden of upgrades over a longer period of time, but still
removes wastewater from our waterways. OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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Facing the Facts - Long Term Plan 2021-2031 Survey
16/30 Complete
Simone Tang

Address
928 Te Aute Trust Rd, RD11 Hastings

Where do you live?
At the above address

Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay?
Yes

Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay?
No

What age range are you in?
31-40

Do you identify as tangata whenua?
No

Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing?
No

Planning our waste water upgrades
Option 2: A 10-year plan to upgrade our Wastewater Plants and remove wastewater discharges from
waterways. This would result in larger rate increases in the early years of the Long Term Plan
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Funding replacement of our assets
Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades. This option
delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers. THIS IS OUR PREFERRED
OPTION

Creating a wastefree CHB
Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district (rates impact see website) OUR
PREFERRED OPTION

Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service. I would like my refuse collected using
Wheelie bin

I would like my kerbside recycling collected using
Three crates

How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth OUR PREFERRED OPTION

Do you agree that we should increase our debt limit to enable us to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible?
Yes

Do you agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for
investment in our community assets today?
Yes
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New Zealand
Memorial Museum Trust
– Le Quesnoy, France
PO Box 90345
Auckland 1143
New Zealand

26 March 2021
Long Term Plan Submissions
Central Hawke’s Bay District Council
PO Box 127
WAIPAWA 4240
Submitter:

New Zealand Memorial Museum Trust – Le Quesnoy

Contact:

Rt Hon Sir Don McKinnon ONZ GCVO
Chairman
Email: info@nzwmm.org.nz

SUBMISSION TO LONG TERM PLAN 2021-2031
REQUEST FOR FUNDING SUPPORT FOR NEW ZEALAND MEMORIAL MUSEUM & VISITOR
CENTRE, LE QUESNOY, FRANCE
Background
In the closing days of the First World War, our soldiers on the Western Front, exhausted survivors
of battles on the Somme, Messines, Passchendaele and from halting the 1918 Spring Offensive, had
one last wall to climb – literally.
The small town of Le Quesnoy in northern France had been under German occupation since August
1914 and this was November 1918. Surrounded by a moat and a 17th century wall complete with
ramparts, the medieval town was like a fortress that had survived many an invasion in the preceding
centuries. It had one more force to reckon with. The New Zealand Division had arrived to liberate
the town from the German occupiers, who continued to defend the ramparts using howitzers,
machine guns and rifles. Orders had been given to the New Zealand troops not to shell the town,
to avoid any casualties among the 1600 civilian inhabitants.
Instead, some 300 flaming oil drums were fired onto the ramparts to create a smoke screen
obscuring the assault by New Zealand infantry using long ladders to scale the outer walls and inner
ramparts. The liberation of the town was completed with the capture of over 700 German soldiers,
against just on 500 New Zealand casualties including 142 dead - the liberation was achieved without
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the loss of a single civilian life. This is an achievement which the town
and its people have never forgotten, even today - over 100 years
later - which is now beyond living memory. They speak of the
liberation with awe, still amazed that men would come from the far
side of the world to free their town and citizens, to rescue them in
their darkest hour.
The liberation of the historic walled town by the New Zealand Rifle
Brigade just one week before the end of the Great War was a
demonstration of Kiwi ingenuity and an act of courage. The story of
Le Quesnoy is different from that of many other World War One sites
– the town was liberated without being destroyed, and the residents
were not displaced, and in that respect, it is a story of hope. The town was preserved intact and
stands as a place where memories are lived and relived to tell the story to all who will listen; of the
price that was paid for freedom in a war that stole much from our world.
The Project
The NZ Memorial Museum Trust - Le Quesnoy (a non-profit
charitable trust) believes it is time to build a permanent
memorial to our soldiers who perished on the fields of Flanders
and France in the “war to end all wars”. Indeed, it did not end
all wars and many more New Zealanders lost their lives on
European soil in the Second World War. Over 12,400 New
Zealanders are buried in France and Belgium. It is appropriate
that the sacrifice of a significant number of New Zealanders,
who will remain forever in a place far from home, is
acknowledged and remembered.
The Trust has had the
opportunity to purchase
a heritage property, the former Mayor’s residence and
Gendarmerie (military police headquarters), in Le Quesnoy,
which is directly connected to New Zealand’s World War
One experience in Europe.
The Trust is working towards the vision of creating “a Kiwi
place in France where memory and relationships are alive”.
We are working towards this goal through the
establishment of a Museum and Visitor Centre in Le
Quesnoy where our story will be told across multiple
platforms – through artefacts, interactive activities, movies,
audio stations, an app and other media.
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The museum itself will include space for exhibitions and interactive activities, both digital and
manual, designed to encounter and explore the stories of New Zealand’s liberation of Le Quesnoy,
New Zealand’s contributions to the war in Europe, the history of the town of Le Quesnoy, an
introduction to New Zealand’s culture and heritage to Europeans, and the unique relationship that
has developed between New Zealand and the French in Le Quesnoy.
Our Objective
Through this project we seek to celebrate:
Freedom – which inspired our people to go to war
Friendship – the unique bonds which developed between the people of Le Quesnoy and New
Zealand which are still strong 100 years on
Future – the opportunity to create a better future with a focus on how to avoid war
Our Partners
To fully realise the link between past, present and future, we have engaged New Zealand’s most
respected professional museum experts to help shape and guide the concept through strategic
planning and interpretative masterplanning. We have recently approved the Internal Experience
Design Brief for the Museum and Visitor Centre prepared by museum experts Lily Frederikse, Tim
Walker and Karl Johnstone. The Feasibility Study prepared by French company, Lamaya, was signed
off last year and our Māori Advisory Group has provided a Māori cultural framework to inform the
overall visitor experience.
We are in discussions with the French government about a potential partnership. They are very
supportive of the project.
We have raised $8M to date towards the $15M total. Most of this has come from private individuals
and businesses, who are on board with the vision of establishing “a Kiwi place in France where
memory and relationships are alive”. This is not just a project about remembering the past but
focuses on the future, developing an experience which is cross-cultural, connecting across nations,
through educational experiences and exchanges, offering an opportunity to reflect and learn from
the past as we step into the future. As it is so beautifully expressed in Te Reo:
Ka mua, ka muri
We walk backwards into the future.
Our Request
We have previously presented to your Mayor at the Regional and Provincial Council Sector meeting.
We wish to request that you consider a funding commitment to this project as part of your LongTerm Plan.
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Our submission is to request that Central Hawke’s Bay District Council supports the project to
build a Museum and Visitor Centre in Le Quesnoy with a donation equivalent to $1 per resident
of your district, to remember those who gave their lives in the World Wars to give us freedom.
The funds are not required immediately and can be paid over the next three years. We are seeking
a commitment from you towards the project at this point in time.
Soldiers came from this city and region as evidenced by your War Memorials. Their names stand in
perpetuity here in our country. Their descendants live here and maybe even sit in this Council
Chamber. New Zealand soldiers came from cities, towns and villages across New Zealand, not
knowing what they were going to face on the other side of the world but stepping forward with a
courage and belief in what was right and just and good for our country and our world. They went
with a belief that tyranny and injustice threatened the very essence of our lives, threatened the
freedom, friendship and future which, because of their sacrifice, generations that came after them
have been able to enjoy.
In this day and time, we cannot even imagination what they must have faced on the battle grounds
of Europe, but we can remember and honour them.
The NZ Memorial Museum Trust asks that you do just that through support of our project.
Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission which we hope will be favourably
considered.

Rt Hon Sir Don McKinnon ONZ GCVO
Chairman
New Zealand Memorial Museum Trust

Thank you
Lest we forget
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Central Hawke's Bay Long Term Plan 2021-2031 submission.
Name: Kathryn Bayliss
Address:
Where do you live?
Do you own a home in Central Hawke’s Bay? Yes
Are you a business owner in Central Hawke's Bay? No
What age range are you in? 51-60
Do you identify as tangata whenua? No.
Do you wish to present your submission at a council hearing? No.
If CHBDC or councillors which to discuss my submission with me they can phone me.
1. Planning our waste water upgrades
I oppose all of the options. I think CHBDC should upgrade our wastewater plants and remove
wastewater discharges from all waterways within 1-3 years.
The loans can still be repaid over a longer period of time to spread the financial burden of upgrades.
CHBDC pleaded guilty for breaching it's wastewater resource consents in July 2017. Remedies for our
wastewater discharges are long overdue. It is shameful CHBDC is still discharging wastewater into
our waterways.
Wastewater put on land also needs to be treated to a high standard to help stop the risk of
contaminating the groundwater and land.
In the Consultation Document the cost is misleading as it shows Option 1 as the cheapest when in
reality the overall cost to complete the work will most likely be more. The cost only shows 10 years
but the work is not finished. Option 2 covers the cost and it finishes the planned work. The longer it
takes to upgrade our wastewater plants and remove wastewater discharges from all waterways the
higher the risk of increased costs, higher interest rates and inflation. Paying off borrowings are likely
to be more expensive over the longer term.
In Long Term Plan 2021-31 Consultation Document, Page 165, the LTP Infrastructure
Strategy outlines the upgrade of our wastewater plants and removal wastewater discharges from all
waterways in less than 10 year.
2. Funding replacement of our assets
I agree with Option 1: Debt funding in the short term to deliver essential renewals and upgrades.
This option delivers essential works with less immediate financial burden on ratepayers.
3. Creating a Waste Free CHB
I agree with Option 1: Extend recycling and rubbish services across the district.
Environment vs Convenience - tell us what you want from future rubbish and recycling collection
service.
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I think rubbish should be collected using Wheelie bins. These are reusable and less burden on the
environment than plastic bags.
I think kerbside recycling should be collected using Three crates.
CHBDC should stop accepting waste from out of our district going into the CHB landfill. If they expect
CHB residents to reduce waste to the land fill then CHBDC should also.
The main reasons for opposing the selling landfill space to other councils and allowing rubbish from
other areas to fill up CHB's landfill are :
Selling landfill space to other councils and bringing in rubbish from other areas conflicts with the aim
of minimisation of solid waste in CHB and the vision of "Waste Free CHB"
CHB could meet their targets by stopping waste from outside the district and increasing diversion to
landfill from CHB.
With the increase in CHB population predicted there will probably be more residual waste to go into
the landfill.
CHB can not be a proud district if it is full of rubbish.
It is not smart thinking to voluntarily fill our landfill up quicker.
Even though selling landfill space helps fund management and upkeep of the landfill now, it would
be more economical in the long term to make the existing landfill last as long as possible.
Not accepting out of district solid waste will defer the costs of having to build new cells extensions
and then having to monitor the closure of the landfill and having to build a new one.
It is not nature friendly or good for the environment to use CHB as a dumping ground.
Allowing rubbish from other areas into CHB is not protecting our unique landscape and soils. It
increases the risk of harmful effects from the wastes.
It is hypocrisy to promote waste minimisation in schools and elsewhere while the CHBDC is also
increasing the waste in CHB by obtaining it from out of the district.
Allowing rubbish from other areas to fill up CHB's landfill lessens the durability of the infrastructure.
It is not smart growth and it doesn't use our resources intelligently and with care to ensure they are
protected for citizens of the future.
Selling of landfill space to other councils does not meet the objective of improving the opportunity
for avoiding or reducing waste at source.
4. How do we pay for the growth we are experiencing?
I support and agree with Option 1: Developers pay for the full cost of growth.
I agree with most of the Draft Development Contributions Policy. I do not agree with "5.12
Remissions:
Council will consider requests for remission of development contributions on the following
grounds: The development is by a non-profit organisation and/or it will provide wide ranging
benefits to the public…."
The original purpose could easily and most likely be changed in the future. I would like this section
should be deleted.
(Many spelling mistakes in the Draft Development Contributions Policy needs correcting).
5. What do you think about our finance and infrastructure strategies?
I only partly agree that CHBDC should increase the debt limit to enable it to address the significant
infrastructure investment requirements whilst keeping rates as low as possible.
I think CHBDC should stay at Local Government Funding Agency Tier 2 and update the Treasury
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Policy so it can borrow up to 150% of CHBDC operating revenue, which is lower than the LGFA’s
175% limit. If it needs to Council could simply adjust its own internal treasury policy to allow for the
debt to operating revenue cap to be 175% rather than the current 150%.
I oppose CHBDC becoming a Tier One Council with the Local Government Funding Agency (LGFA) and
revising its Treasury Policy to allow Council to borrow to 200% of its revenue.
This is too high and risky. It could place a burden ratepayers.
Council has a Policy to build up contingency funds e.g. Catastrophic Events Funds, Adverse Events
Contingency, and there is the HB Disaster Relief Fund Trust. These help pay for storm damage to
roads and general disaster response and recovery. CHB Council also has insurance. Alongside the
Council, Central Government also has a role in disaster recovery and restoration works after natural
disasters have happened.
I think CHBDC should wait for the outcome of Central Government Three Waters Reform process
before it considers raising the borrowing limit above 150% of CHBDC operating revenue.
I oppose the following section in the Treasury Management (including Investment and Liability)
Policy:
"Guarantees/contingent liabilities and other financial arrangements
Council may act as guarantor to financial institutions on loans or enter into incidental arrangements
for organisations, clubs, trusts, Council-controlled trading organisations or Business Units, when the
purposes of the loan are in line with Council’s strategic objectives…."
I would like it to be deleted as it is imprudent and could place a needless liability on ratepayers.
I agree that the priorities in our infrastructure strategy correctly reflect the need for investment in
our community assets today.
Other feedback on our finance or infrastructure strategy:
The section on Wastewater Upgrade of systems/schemes is too indefinite. e.g. " If appropriate, build
new treatment plants", "If appropriate design pipeline from Waipukurau to Waipawa".
These should be done as soon as possible, upgrades to the wastewater plants and removing
wastewater discharges from all waterways within 1-3 years.
I think CHBDC should have better target for the Percentage of real water loss from the local
authority’s networked reticulation system. (Long Term Plan 2021-31 Consultation Document, Page
85). To have less than 30 % is not good enough. It should be reduced yearly to less than 10%.
6. CHBDC has high aspirations and does a lot of good work but it needs to remember ratepayers are
not an unlimited source of money. Many are on limited income and can't afford increasingly higher
rate charges. Rates must be kept as low as possible and CHBDC should focus on necessities, essential
infrastructure, assets and services.
The less money that ratepayers have means some people will need to spend less locally and not be
able to support our retailers and other businesses. Large rate increases could break some
ratepayers.
User-pays and people who benefit should be the ones who pay rates for that service.
7. There are many mistakes in the Long Term Plan 2021-31 Consultation Document. On page 105
and 118 it says the General rate increase is 8.5% which is incorrect and misleading. The General Unit
Rate and everyones General Rate has gone up approximately 21%! For the General Rate plus UAC it
is up approximately 14.15%. This is far too high and needs to be reduced.
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8. I am against rural ratepayers paying for Urban Storm Water Systems as part of the general rate.
During storms and very wet weather most rural people would stay home if possible and not visit
urban centres.
9. The Financial Hardship due to Covid-19 Rates Remission Policy is only available for the 2020/2021
rating year. It is outdated for the LTP and should not be extended. People with financial hardship
could apply with the Rates Postponement for Financial Hardship Policy.
10. Goal 6 in the Long Term Plan 2021-31 Consultation Document, page 13, should have a target
of "By 2031 the fresh water quality of all CHB waterways will be improved (not further degraded)
…And they will be flowing freely."
11. I support the provision of a place for natural burials in CHB (Long Term Plan 2021-31
Consultation Document, page 176), and it becoming a leader for the provision of them for the wider
HB region. It should make it user pays and get financial contributions from other HB councils to
develop the burial ground.
12. I agree with the variable component of general rates is set as cents per dollar of capital value,
which is assessed according to two differentials based on location:
i. Central Business District in Waipawa/Waipukurau (all rating units excluding domestic residential)
and
ii. All other Rating Units
13. I oppose the Remission of Water Meter Rates Attributable to Water Leaks Policy and think it
should be deleted. (Long Term Plan 2021-31 Consultation Document page 224)
Leaks should be fixed as soon as possible. Given a month to fix them is too wasteful of water. Not
being given a remission of Water Rates would make people responsible fix them as soon as possible.
Water meters should be monitored daily.
14. CHBDC should plant native plants and trees whenever possible. Our existing native habitats
should be protected.
15. The Central Hawke’s Bay Economic Development Action Plan 2019 needs updating. CHBDC
should not be giving any more money to, partnering or collaborating with Water Holdings Hawke's
Bay (new name of CHB Water Holdings Ltd.). To waste $58,000 to bail out private companies for
their known unused consents expenses is a gamble and deplorable. Tukituki Water Task-force and
Tukituki Leaders Forum no longer exist.
Councillors and CHBDC staff should use their personal money if they want to support private
companies with risky ambitions.
CHBDC needs to stop wasting ratepayer money. It should stop trying to resurrect plans for a dam on
the Makaroro River or any other river in CHB.
CHBDC should not be funding rural water storage for irrigators.

